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Herself Beheld is a book-length med
itation on women and mirrors. For the 
purpose of her book Jenijoy La Belle 
(who is a professor of literature at Cal
tech) has gathered her material from 
literary sources, mainly in the 19th and 
20th centuries. One of the contentions 
underlying Herself Beheld is that the best 
texrs, judged by literary-critical criteria, 
will have the most sensitive analyses of 
mirror scenes. La Belle's extraordinarily 
wide range of examples convincingly 
bears out this contention. 

Herself Beheld is literary criticism 
which contains, or tends towards, some 
controversial propositions of a sexual-

political nature. It is possible to admire 
the one, while demurring at certain 
aspecrs of the other. The first thing to 
say is that La Belle is a fine critic with a 
fine sensibility and an exceptionally fine 
tum of phrase. One reads Herself Beheld 
with a constant pleasure in the writing. 
The author's style moves between epi
grammatic terseness and belletristic copi
ousness. It is never less than lucid, and 
a frequent felicity of expression suggesrs 
that La Belle might as easily find herself 
on the other side of the fence, with the 
creative rather than the critical authors. 
An example from the first chapter (wit
tily entitled "Introductory Reflections-) 
gives a flavor of the book's prose: 

Female characters lin literature] view 

themselves in various kinds of mir
rors. They peer at their reHections in 
wavy-surfaced mirrors, examine 
themselves from every angle in 
swinging mirrors, nod to their faces 
in silver-backed hand glasses, twirl 
in front of triple mirrors. They 
regard themselves in the demoraliz
ing glasses in ladies' rooms. They 
lean dose to mirrors studded with 
incandescent bulbs. Passing shops, 
they catch glimpses of themselves in 
polished panes. They pull thin rec
tangular mirrors out of their 
pocket-books. They use windows as 
dark mirrors when the daylight dies. 

It continues for another page, as the 
author tumbles out her eloquent catalog 
of the multitudinous relationships that 
women have with these reflective sur
faces that mean so much to them. 

On other occasions, instead of com
pacting her illustrations into a list, La 
Belle will examine a particularly telling 

mirror scene at length, or return to it a 
number of times. Her extended dis..llS
sions of George Eliot's Daniel Deronda 
and D. H. lawrence's Lady Chatterley's 
Lover I found most illuminating. 
Judged purely as an exercise in criti-
cal commentary, Herself Beheld is 
admirable. 

The fascination of this book is that 
it goes beyond critical commentary to 
consider what it is to be a woman in the 
modem world. As an essay on the s0-

ciology of femaleness, Herself Beheld is 
consistently shrewd and (in dealing with 
theorists like Lacan and Eco) intellectu
ally sophisticated. But some of La 
Belle's theses are ptovocative. She takes 
as axiomatic, for example, that men and 
women use mirrors in quite different 
ways. "What women do with mirrors," 
she tells us, "is dearly distinct and psy
chically more important than what men 
do with mirrors in their pursuit of gen
erally utilitarian goals.· Men, she 
claims, use mirrors; to shave, to check 
that their ties are straight or that their 
hair is tidy. Women, by contrast 
«explore the reaches of the mirror for 
what they really are: A woman's en
gagement with her mirror involves her 
deepest identity. But ·when a man 
stands before a mirror, he is usually 
there for a practical purpose .• 

I wonder. I have, for instance, a 
15-year-old son who spends what seems 
to me a major part of his waking life 
looking into mirrors. If there is a prac
tical purpose in this inspection, I have 
yet to lind out what it is. And I sus
pect, from what I see there, thar the 
mirror in the men's room of the Ath
enaeum receives as much purely nar
cissistic gaze as its next-door neighbor. 

Another controversial thesis in Her-
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self Beheld is that the act of looking into 
the mirror is, for the woman, as explor
atory and self-defining as the acts of 
reading and writing. In other words, 
the mirror is a royal road to enlighten
ment and emancipation. "Texts and 
mirrors," La Belle tells us, "can perform 
similar psychological functions for 
women.? Which means, a wag might 
argue, that classes in the proper use of 
the mirror would be as valuable to the 
humanistic enterprise as Freshman 
Literature. It will be hard to get that 
one past the curriculum committee. 

Herself Beheld winds up with a 
chapter entitled "A Mirror of One's 
Own." The allusion, of course, is to 
Virginia \'Voolfs famous polemic, 
"A Room of One's Own" which argues 
that personal, private space is a neces
sary precondition for the liberation of 
women. La Belle would furnish 
\'Voolfs room with a full-length mirror. 
Traditionally, feminists have tended to 
see mirrors as part of the apparatus of 
male tyranny, and breaking the tyran
nous looking glass is, in the received 
view, a necessary act of deliverance. 
No, argues La Belle. The mirror should 
instead be used as a weapon. She 
further argues that this emancipating 
use of the mirror is already happening: 
"instead of throwing the mirror away, 
women are making it into a more flexi
ble tool. By taking the mirror into their 
own hands, women are eliminating the 
mirror as tyrant, as dominant male." It's 
heady stuff. Not everyone will agree 
with La Belle, but this is a book whose 
impact will surely be felt well beyond 
the specialist readership of lit-crit. 

John A. Sutherland 
Professor of Literature 
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Obituaries 

George Beadle 
1903-1989 

George W. Beadle, who was chair
man of Caltech's Division of Biology 
from 1946 to 1961, died June 9 in 
Pomona at the age of 85. He was the 
fifth Cal tech faculty member to win the 
Nobel Prize. 

Beadle earned his BS (1926) and MS 
(1927) degrees from the University of 
Nebraska, and finished his PhD in 
193 1 at Cornell. A National Research 
Council fellowship first brought him to 
Caltech that year, and he stayed on as 
a research fellow and instructor until 
1936. After a year as assistant professor 
of genetics at Harvard, he spent 10 
years as professor of biology at Stanford 
before returning to Cal tech as professor 
of biology to succeed Thomas Hunt 
Morgan as division chairman. He 
brought a natural enthusiasm and enor
mous energy to the division, which he 

built into one of the best in the country. 
In 1961 he left Caltech to become the 
seventh president of the University of 
Chicago, a position he held until 1968. 
He continued to teach biology and con
duct research as professor emeritus at 
Chicago until 1975. 

In 1958 Beadle was awarded the 
Nobel Prize in physiology or medicine, 
which he shared with Edward 1. Tatum 
and Joshua Lederberg. The Beadle
Tatum discovery in 1941 that genes 
control the synthesis of vitamins, amino 
acids, and purines and pyrimidines in 
the living cell gave science its first clue 
about how genes work. Their discovery, 
made by subjecting the red bread mold 
Neurospora to x-rays and ultraviolet light 
to produce mutations, first suggested 
that each of the biochemical reactions of 
a cell is governed by a particular gene, 
which led to the idea that each gene 
controls the production of a particular 
enzyme. 

Beadle also worked with the other 
organisms that are major tools of 
theoretical genetics-Drosophila, which 
he studied under Thomas Hunt Mor
gan, and maize, in which he maintained 
a life-long interest from his college days. 
He was known for cultivating a field of 
corn wherever he lived-from his back
yard in Pasadena to the somewhat less 
rural South Side of Chicago. 

Among his numerous other awards 
are 36 honorary degrees. Beadle was 
co-author (with his Caltech colleague, 
Alfred H. Sturtevant) of the 1939 stan
dard work, An Introduction to Genetics, 
and also wrote Genetics and Modern 
Biology in 1963. He and his wife, 
Muriel, wrote The Language of Life in 
1966. He had been a member of the 
Caltech board of trustees since 1969. 
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